A theorem of Ginn and Moss [G-M] states that a right finitely embedded (= with finite essential right socle) two-sided Noetherian ring is Artinian. An example of Schelter and Small [S-S] can be applied to show that the theorem fails for right finitely embedded rings with the ascending chain conditions on right and left annihilators. We show here, however, that finitely embedded commutative rings with the ace on annihilators (= ace ±) are Artinian. The proof uses the author's characterization in [Fl] We first prove the main theorem. Since the singular ideal Z of a ring R is the set of those x G R with x an essential right ideal, it follows that xVi■ -0, i = X, ... , n for each x e Z, that is, that Z = S± = J.
We first prove the main theorem.
1. Theorem. A finitely embedded commutative ring R with ace ± is Artinian. Since the singular ideal Z of a ring R is the set of those x G R with x an essential right ideal, it follows that xVi■ -0, i = X, ... , n for each x e Z, that is, that Z = S± = J.
By the result of Levitzki-Herstein-Small, Z is nilpotent, since ace ± implies that Z is nil (see, e.g., [F] ).
It follows that J is the Jacobson radical of R, since the Jacobson radical contains every nil ideal and is contained in every maximal ideal. Since J = VCi=\Mi is a finite intersection of maximal ideals, R/J is semisimple Artinian, so every R/J-module is semisimple.
We next prove that R has a composition series. Let n be the index of nilpotency of J, and consider the socle series S = Sx ç S2 ç ■ ■ ■ ç Sn_x cR = Sn, where S¡ = (/') . Since Si+lJ ç S¡, then Sj+X/S¡ is a semisimple module, VÏ. By a theorem of [Fl] , a ring with (right) ace J. has the property that every (left) annihilator ideal / is finitely annihilated, say I = Lx , where L, = (x,, ... , xn). This implies, however, that the factor module R/I embeds in the free .R-module R" under a map r + I >-> (xxr, ... , xnr) G R."
Vr e R.
In particular, since R is finitely embedded, then Rn , whence R/I, is finitely embedded; hence, each R/S¡ has finite socle. But soc(R/SA D S¡+x/S¡ since Si+X/Si is semisimple, proving that Si+X/Si has finite (Jordan-Holder) length. Since Sn_x D J, and since R/J has finite length, then R/Sn_x and every
Si+X/Sj has finite length. This prove that R is Artinian. A semisimple module M is square-free if M contains no submodules « V where V is simple; i.e., iff M = 0; V¡ for nonisomorphic simple modules Vi.
2. Corollary. A commutative ring R is QF iff R is a finitely square-free embedded ace 1 ring.
Proof. Square-free socle is a well-known characterization of QF rings among commutative Artinian rings. If jR is Artinian, then R = Y\"=\ B¡ where iv; is local. By classic ideal theory, any Noetherian subdirectly irreducible (SDI) ring is QF(e.g. see [V] ), and conversely, any QF local ring is SDI. The corollary follows from this and Theorem 1.
3. Corollary (Shizhong [Sh] ). A SDI commutative ring R is QF iff R is an ace ± ring. 4. Example. A commutative semiprimary ring with ace ± need not be Noetherian. Let A = k'(xx, ... , xn, ...) be the power series ring over a field k in infinitely many variables, and let J be the unique maximal ideal. Then R = A/J is a semiprimary ring with infinite socle, and J/J is the only nontrivial annihilator of R/J . Thus, R has ace 1 but is not Noetherian.
Example. Consider the ring R of [S-S] that is right
Artinian but with maximal right quotient ring Q -Qrm!lX(R) that is not right Artinian. It can be shown (see, e.g., [F3, Part I] ) that Q is a semiprimary right Goldie ring with (2-sided) ace J.. Since Q is semiprimary, it has essential right socle S, and since it is right Goldie, S has finite length. Thus, Q is the desired example: Q has 2-sided ace ± , finitely embedded yet not right Artinian.
6. Remarks on the literature. In [C] , Camillo proves that a commutative SDI ace ± ring is perfect. In [Fl] it is proved that a left perfect right ace 1 ring is semiprimary. Theorem 1 then implies that a commutative perfect ring is
